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Charting the Future: Faculty unions reject MnSCU mediation
proposal, Winona senate interacts with system representatives

MnSCU’s Charting the Future remains a point of concern for students and faculty.

BY JOSIE GERESZEK
gereszekjo@mnstate.edu

Following votes of no-confidence in
MnSCU Chancellor Steven Rosenstone
from faculty union leaders at five out
of the seven MnSCU institutions and
Winona State’s student senate, and a
withdrawal of faculty unions, the
chancellor says a state agency has agreed
to mediate faculty unions’ dispute with
MnSCU leaders over how to carry out
an overhaul of the system. MnSCU has
proposed using the services of the state’s
Office of Collaboration and Dispute
Resolution to resolve the disagreements.
“We’re clearly not making the
progress I’d like to see in reaching a
shared understanding of how to move
forward,” Rosenstone said in an
interview with MPR.
He says he wants to start mediation
as soon as possible, but union leaders
aren’t having it.
Reportedly, when Rosenstone
made the announcement, he had just
rejected a faculty request to discuss their
complaints with him at a union meeting
scheduled for Friday.

In an interview with MPR, Inter
Faculty Organization action coordinator
Monte Bute called Rosenstone’s
announcement a “political ploy,” and
said union leaders have decided not to
proceed with the mediation.
“There’s no way that we can enter
into negotiations when the chancellor
has acted in bad faith,” Bute said. “This
is exactly the kind of behavior [that has
led to] campuses voting no-confidence
in the chancellor.”
The president of the union for faculty
at two-year colleges, Kevin Lindstrom,
said he respected the decision to reject
Rosenstone’s offer, though he said his
union remains in preliminary talks about
state mediation.
Late Thursday evening, Inter Faculty
Organization President Jim Grabowska
sent out a press release also suggesting
Rosenstone was engaging in political
maneuvering.
“In labor relations, mediation is a
mutual process to be held in confidence,
never to be exploited for political gain,”
he wrote. “This recent action is part
of a pattern of behavior which is an

important reason that the faculty unions
have lost trust in his leadership.”
MnSCU spokesperson Doug
Anderson said in a written reply
Thursday night that announcing the
proposed mediation did not violate
confidentiality, as mediation had not yet
begun nor been accepted.
“The faculty’s refusal to mediate is
fair,” MSUSA Chair Kari Cooper said.
“I believe they would have been willing
to do so had MnSCU kept it private, the
way a mediation is supposed to go. It
wasn’t necessary to announce it to the
media.”
Winona State student leaders have
joined university faculty in expressing
concern over Rosenstone’s leadership.
Not only has the university’s student
senate passed an official vote of
no-confidence in the chancellor, but
it has also formally announced a list
of student complaints, some of which
are similar to those that university
faculty union leaders presented in June.
The main areas of concern about
the chancellor aren’t new: lack of
transparency, dismissiveness, and failure

to effectively represent the system in
his dealings with the state legislature.
Its Bill of Particulars addresses the
performance, professionalism, and
accountability of the chancellor.
Rosenstone responded to their
complaints saying, “I take very seriously
the concerns raised by the Winona State
University Student Senate and hope to
meet in person as soon as possible to
discuss them. We have reached out to
the Winona student leadership. I would
welcome the opportunity to personally
meet with any of our student groups to
discuss any topic at any time.”
A meeting between Winona’s student
senate and the chancellor to address
the Bill of Particulars is scheduled for
Wednesday.
Cooper said it can be difficult to make
a statement like Winona’s.
“I applaud them for taking a stance,”
Cooper said. “It’s not easy to stand
up as a student and say ‘these actions
you’ve taken are not okay with us,’ and
for that I am proud of their courage.
The easiest way to solve these issues is
for the chancellor to take responsibility

ETHAN DEGREE • degreeet@mnstate.edu

and admit that he has to change the
way he does things, because as it has
been made clear, his current leadership
philosophies are not meshing well with
his constituents.”
MSUM is also continuing its efforts
to counter MnSCU’s actions related to
the reform.
“Student Senate will stay involved
with the Charting the Future process
at the campus level,” Student Body
President Cody Meyer said. “We do not
support Charting the Future, and will
continue to work to make changes in
the process.”
But its questionable if their voices
will be heard.
Students and faculty leaders alike say
they haven’t been given enough say in
what’s to be done and how.
In an interview with MPR,
Grabowska said that despite MnSCU’s
insistence in statements that they’re
being inclusive, faculty begs to differ.
“We felt that we were being used in
order to be able to make that statement,”
he said, “while we were at the table, we
didn’t have the input, and our views
CHARTING, BACK

MSUM-owned golf course Department employs selfie
to promote feminism
slated for shutdown
BY KRISTIN MILLER
millerkr@mnstate.edu

Golf courses all around the area are
shutting down their fairways for the
season. For one, however, this winter is
bringing with it uncertainty about the
future and concern from golfers who may
have played their last rounds there this
past summer.
The Ponderosa Golf Course, located
east of Glyndon, Minn., near the Buffalo
River State Park is facing closure due to
the planned expansion of the Regional
Science Center. The decision to shut down
the course has been met with push-back
from the golf community in the area.
Currently, the land on which the
course is located is owned by MSUM’s
Alumni Foundation, and is planned to be
gifted to the RSC pending the approval

of an approximately $500,000 grant by
the Minnesota legislature. If approved,
funding from the grant will be used to
convert 160 acres of land, including around
50 acres occupied by the golf course, to
expand the capabilities of the RSC, as
well as provide research opportunities for
ecological recovery.
Mark Johnson, co-owner of Valley Golf
Management, the company that has leased
the land and run the course for the last
four years, said that the current proposal
will negatively impact those who use the
course, many of whom have been playing
there for decades.
“We’re proud to have a course that
anyone could play…We host 10-15,000
rounds per year here, depending on the
summer,” he said, adding the course’s
affordability, with a round costing just
$10, also adds to its popularity with local
GOLF, PAGE 3

BY ONIZE OHIKERE
ohikereon@mnstate.edu

Today’s campus society is swarmed
with information, from clustered bulletin
boards to the table tents at every food stop.
This increases the struggle to make one
group’s information stand out from the
rest.
For the Women’s and Gender
Studies department, a mirror, a hashtag
(#FeministDragon),
and
colorful
directional arrows were all it needed to
draw the attention of students and staff.
The board, located by the department’s
office in MacLean Hall, features a hanging
mirror and the department’s Twitter handle
above it. The board’s left side displays
a list of classes the department will be
offering in the spring.
This is the second interactive board the

department has arranged this semester.
The first board, which also featured the
mirror, had a list of upcoming events,
pictures of some well-known feminists
and a quote from Chimamanda Adichie, a
Nigerian feminist.
“This year we decided we wanted to
raise the visibility of Women’s and Gender
Studies on campus and in the community,”
said Kandace Creel Falcón, department
professor. “As part of the work, we have
been launching a social media presence.”
Falcón explained that aside from
Twitter, the department is also creating an
active presence on Facebook and in a blog
space.
The idea to create an interactive board
stemmed from one of the department’s
social media classes.
“I put out the option for our Women’s
and Gender Studies students to enroll in an
SELFIE, PAGE 3
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Briefs

ampus
CC
alendar

11.11-11.15

11.11 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
Vocal
Ensemble,
Stage

Sweater sale, CMU
Vendor Table

11.12

11.13

Noon
Connaitre
Miller
lecture on vocal
jazz ensembles in
schools,
Gaede
Stage

11.14

Jazz
Gaede

8:45 – 9:45 a.m.
Fire-up
Friday,
Library Auditorium
1:30 p.m.
Connaitre
Miller
lecture on vocal
jazz, Gaede Stage

11 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Student
Senate
Luncheon,
CMU
203

Senate
pdate
U

11.6 Meeting

•

Yewande Osunsanya, Ryan Bennek, and Brady Dukart
were appointed to the Public Relations Committee.

•

Beau Cummings and Kelsey Slattery were appointed to the
Leg and IA Committee.

•

The Senate continues to expand their efforts to reach
students and inform them about Charting the Future.

Students are invited to attend Senate
meetings Thursdays at 6 p.m. in CMU 205.

SUpdate

ecurity

10.31:
•

11.1:
•

11.2:
•

Suspicious odors in South Snarr,
unable to locate

Suspicious odors in Grantham,

10.31- 11.4
11.3:
•

Suspicious activity reported on second

•

Requested welfare check outside

unable to locate

Stolen

bicycle

from

South

Snarr bike rack, Moorhead PD
responded

•

King, Moorhead PD responded,

Medical in Langseth, FM Ambulance
responded, not transported

Safety Tip of the Week

To report a problem, contact Public Safety at 218-477-2449.

Exercise caution at crosswalks; roadways are becoming
slippery and drivers may not be able to stop in time.

Advocate
The

The Advocate is published weekly during
the academic year, except during final
examination and vacation periods. It serves
as a voice for students and an outlet for
information important to them.
Opinions expressed in The Advocate
are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor. They should be typed and must
include the writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Friday and can be sent to MSUM Box 130,
dropped off at The Advocate office in CMU
Room 110 or emailed to us at advocate@
mnstate.edu. The Advocate reserves the
right to edit letters and refuse publication
of letters omitting requested information. It
does not guarantee the publication of any
letter.

Women’s health event focuses on
college students
MSUM and Sanford health
experts will host a free event
focused on college womens’
health. The event will include short
presentations covering topics such
as self-advocacy, safe sex and birth
control, eating right on a budget,
mental health and sexual violence.
The discussion will take place
Wednesday, Nov.16 from 7-9 p.m.
in Gaede Stage.
Attendees will be eligible for door
prizes.
Major Mingle aims to steer
students toward careers
Students who are exploring
majors or looking to add or change
a major or minor are invited to
Major Mingle, an opportunity to
speak with faculty from different
departments in a casual atmosphere
to find what major interests them.
Sponsored by the Career
Development Center and the
Department of Housing and
Residential Life, Major Mingle will
take place Thursday, Nov. 13, 2014
from 3-5 p.m. in the main lounge in
Dahl.
Business Networking Panel
offered for business students
Business majors are invited to
the Careers in Business Networking
Event Wednesday, Nov. 12 noon-1
p.m. in the CMU Ballroom.
The panel will be comprised of
local employers at various types

of companies and explore the
possibilities a business degree can
provide. Employers will also be
available for a networking session
following the panel.
Campus passport drive prepares
students for travel
MSUM will host a passport drive
on campus on Wednesday, Nov. 19
from 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. in the Flora
Frick seating area.
Passport photos will be available
on-site for $5. Paperwork will be
available on-site, and is on the U.S.
Department of State website.
Applicants must arrive with
application,
photos,
certified
birth certificate or naturalization
certificate, additional form of photo
ID, and passport fee of $110 plus
postal fee of $25.
Only checks or money orders will
be accepted.
Contact Janet Haak in Study
Abroad (haak@mnstate.edu) with
any questions.
Upper
Class
Scholarships
available to students
Upper
Class
Scholarship
application is now available online
at www.mnstate.edu/financialaid.
Applicants must be enrolled fulltime at MSUM with 12 completed
credits and seeking their first
undergraduate degree.
Eligible students are not receiving
automatic continuing scholarships
for 2015-2016 and will graduate
after Spring 2015.

Parking Office looking for
feedback on departmental use of
day pass parking permits
The Parking Office is looking for
feedback on departmental use of
day pass parking permits.
Students
or
department
representatives who would like to be
included in a conversation regarding
use, pricing, ordering, and other
topics, are asked to email Shane
Kelly at kellysh@mnstate.edu.
Museum offers free screening of
Creative Time Summit
Plains Art Museum is one of the
selected screening locations for the
2014 Creative Time Summit, the
leading conference devoted to the
intersection of art and social justice.
Since its inception in 2009,
the Summit has brought together
innovative artists, activists, writers,
curators, and others to present bold
new strategies for social change to
thousands of people, both live and
online. This year’s event is taking
place in Stockholm, Sweden on
Nov. 14 and 15.
The Museum will stream talks
offered on Friday, Nov. 14, in its
Presentation Center from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.
Attendees will hear how dozens
of artists are creating works and
initiating public art projects around
the world, and join in post-screening
discussions on how public art can
activate civic engagement to affect
local culture and politics.

floor Dahl, individual gone on arrival.

transported by taxi off campus

11.4:

MSUM Briefs
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The Advocate is always looking for
talented writers, photographers, columnists
and illustrators.
Contact the editor for more information or
attend staff meetings on Sunday evenings.
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Ethan DeGree, photo editor
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Ellen Rossow, features editor
Samantha Stark, A&E editor
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Robert Plemel, business manager

World News
Al-Baghdadi possibly killed in
Airstrike
Various reports from Iraq say
that ISIS leader, Abu Bakr AlBaghdadi, may have been critically
wounded or perhaps killed in a
coalition airstrike, either on the
border town of al-Qaim, just a few
miles from the Syrian border.
Iraqi officials told The New
York Times that a strike in alQaim hit a meeting of ISIS leaders,
killing many—including possibly
two regional governors.
But another airstrike on a
leadership convoy near the
northern town of Mosul, 180 miles
away, was confirmed by the US
Central Command on Saturday.
It was unclear if Bahgdadi had
been among those targeted in that
strike.
If Baghdadi were killed, it
would be a major propaganda
victory for the United States and
its allies, who have been waging
a weeks-long airwar against the
rampaging militants.

Obama doubles troops in “new
phase against ISIS”
President Obama said his
decision to double the number
of U.S. military advisers to Iraq
“signals a new phase” in the battle
against ISIS. Speaking Sunday on
CBS’s “Face The Nation,” Obama
framed the increase as a positive
sign.
“Rather than just try to halt
ISIL’s momentum, we’re now in
a position to start going on some
offense,” he said. While this
new phase means some 15,000
troops will be sent to train Iraqi
soldiers, the president stressed that
U.S. forces “are not going to be
engaged in combat.”
FEMA asks disabled NYC
adults for money
The
Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency
has
asked dozens of New York
City residents who lost their
housing to Superstorm Sandy for
thousands of dollars in payment.
The elderly residents of Belle

Harbor Mansion, some of whom
have significant disabilities, were
displaced after Sandy flooded the
adult home. The residents were
placed four to a room in a hotel
in a crime-plagued neighborhood
after Belle Harbor was damaged in
the storm. Now, FEMA has asked
at least a dozen residents to pay
up after notifying them they were
retroactively declared ineligible
for the aid checks they received in
2012. Robert Rosenberg, 61, who
has a spinal disability and chronic
health problems, has been asked to
pay FEMA $2,486 by November
15.
“We’re on a fixed income. I don’t
have that kind of money,” he said.
Rosenberg feels betrayed because
FEMA workers encouraged him
and his residents to apply for
government aid. “Everyone asked,
‘Do we have to pay this back later
on? Is it a loan?’ They said, ‘No.
It’s a gift from Obama. If I wasn’t
eligible, then why give it to me in
the first place? It’s not like we lied
on the application.”

World and MSUM briefs from dailybeast.com, Dragon Digest and submissions to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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News
GOLF, FROM FRONT
golfers.
However, David Walberg,
executive director of marketing
and communications at MSUM,
said that this plan has been a long
time coming.
“The original intent from day
one was to use the property for
information and education,”
he said, referring to the 1978
donation of the land to the
university by the Elks Club.
Golf operations have continued
on the property since that time,
with nine of the course’s original
18 holes already having been
converted back to natural area in
the early ‘90s.
“In 1978 we didn’t have
the total funding, there was a
compromise,” Walberg said,
and added that pending the
approval of the grant, they
would be able to complete the
original plan for the land. “The
mission of the university is
education, teaching, research,
not recreational opportunities…
This is a tremendous opportunity
for students to be involved.”
As news of the course’s
potential closure spread, Johnson
said many of their regulars
turned out in support of keeping
operations going.
“We had over 1,200 people
sign a petition,” Johnson said.
That petition was subsequently
presented to Paul Marquart,
Minnesota state representative
from District 4B. Marquart
has been in talks with both the
owners of VGM and university
administration about finding a
possible reconciliation between
the two sides, one which would
allow the course to stay open.
“He [Marquart] felt like he
was making some progress. The
next step is for golfers to reach
out to the foundation,” Johnson
said. “Paul doesn’t want to see the
grant compromised, and I agree
with that.”
Representative
Marquart
has stated previously that he
was open to working with the
university, course managers and
the legislature to attempt to make
a compromise that would benefit
all involved. In an interview with
KFGO on Oct. 9 he spoke about
SELFIE, FROM FRONT
internship with me to help work
on coming up with the theme that
would embody our social media
work,” Falcón said.
Women’s and Gender Studies
senior Chandler Esslinger seized
the opportunity.
“I feel like a lot of people really
don’t know what we’re about,”
Esslinger said. “The board is really
just a way to physically engage
with people and to drive them to
Facebook and Twitter.
Though #FeministDragon is
aimed at creating a social media
presence for the department,
the Twitter trend also works as a
piece of something bigger.
“It has risen out of some of
the work that has happened in
terms of the growth of online
feminism,” Falcón said, referring
to the #365FeministSelfie project.
The initial hashtag was started
by a blogger who encouraged
women everywhere to post a
selfie of themselves every day of
the year via social media sites.
“The goal is to kind of
destabilize some of the negative
ideas that are circulated about
women’s
appearances
and
showing a diversity on what
feminism looks like,” Falcón said.

As Ponderosa Golf Course closes up shop for the season, staff is unsure if they will be returning again next year.

the possibility of incorporating
golf and an educational experience
into the existing site.
Johnson agrees. “It could truly
be a one-of-a-kind research
center/golf course…we could
really coexist.”
However, with the way the
course is set up in relation to
the rest of the land named in
the grant, with many sections
overlapping the course, Walberg
believes it would be difficult to
make any workable compromise
between keeping the course and
simultaneously expanding RSC
area.
“From a perspective of scientific
rigor, you can’t isolate the
variables,” he said, adding that
those variables might include foot
traffic from the course near where
research is carried out, as well as
contamination from herbicides
and
other
groundskeeping
chemicals used by the course.

Esslinger said the project was
an inspiration for her social
media theme.
“I thought that this movement
to take a feminist selfie was really
cool, and I wanted to encourage
people to do that,” she said.
So far, the response has been
positive.
“I think people have been really
excited to see that our program
is relevant to their experiences
outside their academic life,”
Falcón said.
Esslinger agrees.
“I think we’ve gotten at least
20 selfies,” she said. “I see people
standing there either reading or
taking a picture, so that has been
really fun.”
For some students, the
uniqueness of the board is what
appeals to them.
“I like it,” freshman Adam
Shehata said. “I go there and
adjust my hair sometimes.”
For others, it resonates
something deeper.
“It’s a point of pride,” said
Spanish and Women and Gender
Studies senior Melissa Gonzalez.
“It’s a way to see people who have
some of the same viewpoints you
have and you can feel validated.”

Submitted in April, the grant’s
future will be decided during the
next legislative session.
“We’ve met with the legislative
delegation to explain the
proposals, we’ve met with
the management…we’ve had
conversations on a regular basis,”
Walberg said about their efforts
to keep all parties informed as
decisions were made about the
course’s future.
Johnson, however, disagreed.
“We were surprised…The
timing was off,” he said, adding
that it has been difficult for them
to plan for next summer’s season
as they closed shop for the winter,
spending money on maintenance
without the guarantee they’ll be
reopening. “It’s not ideal. We’re
kind of doing it on the hope that
we’ll be playing golf here next
year.”
Johnson also took issue with
some of the wording in the grant

KRISTIN MILLER • millerkr@mnstate.edu

proposal, which states that the
land had been “recently managed
as a gold course.”
“It was a bit misleading,”
Johnson said, as operations are
presently ongoing.
“It puts them in an awkward
position,” Walberg admitted,
though added that the Alumni
Foundation is acting on the
original intent for the land, saying
“that was why the university
accepted the land to begin with.”
“We value the relationship we’ve
had with them,” Walberg added
about VGM.
The
Alumni
Foundation
has made an informational
section available at mnstate.
edu/ponderosa, which includes
information about the project and
the future of the course.
The Q&A section discusses
educational benefits as well as
provides a breakdown of financial
considerations for the university

from VGM’s lease payments on
the land. Additionally, they cite the
proximity of other area courses as
a factor in their decision to close
Ponderosa, one reason Johnson
doesn’t think carries much weight.
“Folks that are playing this
course probably aren’t going to be
playing the others,” Johnson said,
adding that the low cost of play,
relaxed atmosphere and scenic
location have made it a favorite
for local golfers, unique from
other area courses. “This is a niche
facility…it’s laid-back, you can
bring your family here.”
The grant will not be approved or
rejected until the 2015 legislative
session, which begins in January,
and Johnson remains hopeful that
they will reach an agreement that
will leave each party satisfied.
“There
are
so
many
opportunities here to leverage
positivity for the university,”
Johnson said.

ETHAN DEGREE • degreeet@mnstate.edu
The Women’s and Gender Studies department looks to engage students in feminism using a social media campaign.
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Dreams come true through Disney College Program
BY KRISLYN MIYASHIRO
miyashirokr@mnstate.edu

Junior Alycia Lape told her
mother as a 9-year-old that she was
going to work with Disney. Ten
years later, she got the job.
Lape’s mother had grown up
going to Disney World, and it was
something she wanted to carry
on with her own children. Since
Lape’s birth, Disney has been an
integral part of her life.
Her nursery was Mickey and
Minnie themed, and her family
goes on Disney vacations each
year.
“It’s a family tradition,” Lape
said. “It’s all I’ve ever known.”
While on the annual family
vacation to Disney World in 2012,
Lape met a student who was in the
Disney College Program (DCP).
Prior to this meeting, Lape had
hoped for, but did not think that she
would ever have an opportunity to
work with the Disney Company.
The DCP is a paid internship
open only to college students who
meet the application requirements.
Students must be enrolled as either
part-time or full-time students,
meet their schools’ criteria to
participate in the program, be
at least 18 years old by the time
the program starts and possess
unrestricted work authorization.
Students make a certain amount
each week to cover the cost of the
apartment complexes.
When she applied, Lape was a
freshman at MSUM. She said that
if she were accepted, she would
have no second thoughts about
taking a year off from school.
“I knew that it was a difficult
company to work for,” she said.
“It gets hundreds of thousands of
applications a year, with 60,000
applicants for the DCP alone. I
knew it was competitive going
in, so I studied. I did my research,
and I wasn't going to let anyone
or anything stand in my way of
accomplishing my dream.”
Of the 60,000 applicants, about
10 percent, 6,000 students, would
be accepted.
During the application process
Lape had to go through many
interview steps. She was given
a Disney dashboard to track her
position in the interview and
application process.
On March 1, 2013, a little
less than two weeks after her
interview,
Lape’s
dashboard
read congratulations, for she was
accepted into the DCP.

“I started crying in my dorm
room because I was so happy,”
Lape said. “I didn’t believe it at
first. I pulled up the dashboard
again just to make sure it was real.
I kept crying for five minutes.”
She and another MSUM
student were accepted the same
day. Together, they worked with
their professors and other faculty
members to ensure they would not
lose their spots as students upon
returning to school.
At the beginning of August 2013,
Lape left her home in Woodbury,
Minn., and flew south to Orlando,
Fla. She and her family had a
mini-vacation before her program
officially started on Aug. 5.
When the program began, she
became an honorary cast member.
All Disney employees are called
cast members because they play
important roles in putting on the
show that is the Disney World
parks.
Before Lape was able to work
in the parks, she had to go through
rigorous training to “earn her ears.”
“Traditions” was a mandatory
class that cast members had to
take. In the course, Lape learned
the history of the company, about
Walt and his vision, what the
Disney company is and what it
stands for.
“Cast members learn what is
expected of them and how they
play a part in making magic for
millions of people throughout the
year,” Lape said.
After traditions, Lape took
two more classes inside Magic
Kingdom.
Her first class was an overall
tour of Magic Kingdom so that
she could learn locations, ride
schedules and mechanics. Her
second class was specific to the
land “Storybook Circus.” She
learned the layout of the area so
she could better direct guests.
After a couple more weeks of
training, Lape earned her ears and
was considered an official Disney
cast member. Her role was to work
the closing shift for attractions in
“Storybook Circus.”
At the end of her first day on
the job, Lape was absolutely
exhausted.
“I had to wake up at 4 in the
morning to get to my shift on time,
but it was so much fun that I didn't
care,” Lape said. “I am incredibly
blessed to have the job that I have,
and I wouldn't have it any other
way.”
Magic
Kingdom
hosts

MENS DENIM

AVAILABLE NOW

Visit www.gliks.com to
find your nearest location

Halloween and Christmas parties
for its guests. During these holiday
parties, the park reaches full
capacity less than an hour after
opening.
One day around Christmas,
Lape was a greeter at the roller
coaster “Barnstromer.” While a
family of four was waiting in line,
she grew particularly fond of them.
Cast members have “no strings”
secrets, such as free passes and
coupons, that they can use to create
magic for guests.
“We want our guests to have
as wonderful of an experience as
possible, and we will do anything
within our power to make that
happen,” Lape said.
Since “no strings” secrets are
unlimited, Lape used them to give
the family fast-passes to skip the
long line and golden tickets for
free Mickey ice cream bars.
After thanking her several
times, the family left. Returning
15 minutes later to chat, the father
told her that it was their last day
in Disney World and that she had
made their entire vacation.
Like any job, not every guest
is warm, but Lape is considered
an expert at dealing with angry
guests.
Sometimes the parks close early
for parties, and it was Lape’s job
to get people without tickets for
the party to stay out of the park.
A man, already upset that he was
being asked to leave, grew irate
when told that the train he was
trying to catch had closed. Taking
his frustrations out on Lape, he
punched her in the face and gave
her a black eye. He was quickly
escorted off Disney property.
Lape still believes her job is
magical.
“I love what I do. I love where
I work. I wouldn’t change it for
anything,” she said.
Having spent her entire
sophomore year in Florida, Lape
returned to MSUM this fall. She
is a communications major and a
health and medical science minor.
Even though she is back in school,
she flies down to Disney World as
frequently as she can. She left for
her most recent trip on Oct. 20.
“I work as often as I can or as
often as they need me,” she said.
“I typically stay for week, but
sometimes I will stay for just a
weekend.”
Being in the Disney College
Program has helped Lape gain a
level of confidence that she did not
have before. She is confident about
who she is, and she believes that
her ideas and self as a whole are
worth something.
Lape’s favorite quotation by
Walt Disney is: “Around here,
however, we don't look backwards
for very long. We keep moving
forward, opening up new doors
and doing new things, because
we're curious...and curiosity keeps
leading us down new paths.”
This quote inspires her to believe
tomorrow will be better. If she feels
like giving up, it keeps her moving
forward. After graduation, Lape
will be promoted to a management
position in the Disney Company
and she couldn’t be happier.
“Disney to me is everything,”
Lape said. “It’s my childhood; I
grew up with it. It’s my sense of
innocence, my way to stay young.
It’s family. It’s my number one
source of friendship.”

FACEBOOK
Alycia Lape poses with a bundle of balloons on a street in Disney World.

FACEBOOK
Lape’s Facebook page features photos of her posing with well-known Disney
characters from Donald Duck (above) to Mickey Mouse (below.)

FACEBOOK
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Students bring Positive Impact to campus, community
BY MARIE VEILLETTE
veillettema@mnstate.edu

Samantha Stark knew she
wanted to start her own volunteer
organization since she started high
school. When she came to MSUM,
she still had not achieved that goal.
It wasn’t until last fall, when
Stark took a leadership class, that
the idea started to form into reality.
The complex and lengthy process of
beginning a new organization had
seemed daunting without a team of
people committed to creating it, and
Stark was unsure she would ever
find that team.
The leadership class required
Stark to complete a group project.
“I thought this would be a
good opportunity to make an
organization,” she said.
She pitched her volunteer
association idea to the rest of her
group and with their approval
and support, Positive Impact was
founded.
Stark was partially inspired by
Trish Harwell, another student who
was collecting clothes at MSUM to
donate to Fraser Ltd., an organization
that provides services to children
and adults seeking independence.
“She said she wanted to positively
impact the MSUM campus,” Stark
said. “I kind of held on to that.”
One year later, the organization
has been given funds and will be
beginning to implement its ideas.
Though one year may seem like
a long time to become a recognized
organization on campus, Stark said
there were a couple factors that
added time to the process. Between
spending spring semester in England
and the transition of presidents, the
process took slightly longer than
usual.
“Going to England kind of just
got everything ungeared, so it was
kind of a mess,” Stark said. “But,
we are getting things back on track,
and that’s what this semester is for.”
Right now, Positive Impact is
considered a pending organization.
Since it received budget money for
next semester, that status will be
removed, and the organization will
become official.
Even though the shifting of

SUBMITTED
Students leaders of Positve Impact pose during their leadership class. Left to right: Gentry Lee, David Houghton, Stephanie Forbord, Corin Puhalla, and Samantha Stark.

MSUM presidents caused a slight
delay, Positive Impact had the honor
of being the first new organization
to be approved by Anne Blackhurst.
Corin Puhulla, the group’s
director of public relations, said
being involved with the creation of
Positive Impact has been a beneficial
learning experience.
“It definitely gives you a greater
appreciation for what people have
done on our campus with various
organizations that are thriving,” she
said.
Stark agreed and said creating
the organization has given her
confidence and the skills to
professionally present herself.
“Being a leader really showed me
not only that I want, but actually can
be a leader of a group in the future,”
she said.
As a pending organization, the
group is working to make students
aware of the opportunity to become
an active member this spring.

Positive Impact is about
“networking” through volunteering,
Stark said. She plans to have the
group team up with other MSUM
organizations
and
volunteer
groups at NDSU and Concordia to
complete projects. She also hopes
the group will have a larger influence
on the area by connecting with
community-based establishments
such as American Red Cross, Big
Brothers Big Sisters and nursing
homes and homeless shelters.
“I’d like to see a good amount
of teamwork with other student
organizations,” Puhulla said. “It’s
always tough to get something
started and to get our feet off the
ground. My biggest hope is that we
can get a lot of interest and support
from peers.”
Right now, there is no website or
social media for Positive Impact,
but students interested in joining the
group can email Stark or Pulhulla.
The Positive Impact team is

hoping to build up a large group of
participants in preparation for next
semester.
“I think social media and face
to face contact will be the most
beneficial for us,” Pulhulla said.
“I’m sure you’ll be able to see all of
us on the executive board out there
trying to gain interest and get some
new members.”
Stark said it is important to find
students who will continue to
participate in the organization and
keep it active after she graduates.
Though she is a senior, Stark plans
to attend MSUM next year as well.
“I’m staying an extra year mostly
for the organization,” she said. “I’m
hoping to come back and help out
even after I graduate.”
Dr. Theresa Hest, MSUM
professor in the School of
Communication and Journalism and
the group’s advisor, said it was an
“easy choice” to accept the position.
“These experiences provide

a venue for students to build
leadership skills, network and
meet people in the greater FargoMoorhead community, develop
their awareness of diversity issues
and apply their communication
skills,” she said.
Organizations choose their
advisor, and Stark said Hest was
picked for her past experience with
a similar organization Volunteer
Visions, which has since disbanded.
With her goal achieved, Stark still
finds it hard to believe she received
a B in her leadership class for the
group project.
Grades aside, she said she has
gained a lot from the whole process.
“From the organization, I’ve
made four really close friends,” she
said.
Pulhulla said she feels the same.
“We were really lucky to mesh so
well,” she said. “It’s an interesting
mix of personalities, but somehow it
just works.”

Hendrix offers advice for flu fight
BY JESSICA GULSETH
gulsethje@mnstate.edu

For many college students, making it
through the winter without a runny nose or
sore throat is nearly impossible. Students
bundle up in coats, mittens and scarves to
keep warm and to keep themselves from
getting the flu.
However, Dr. Carol Grimm, director of
health and wellness at Hendrix, believes
it takes more than warm apparel to fight
the flu.
“First thing, get your flu shot. I think
it’s really important,” Grimm said.
According to the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), the
influenza vaccine, or the flu shot, protects
against three influenza viruses. The
vaccine can be administered through a
nasal spray or in an injection.
Broadcast
journalism
sophomore
Ariana Babcock agrees that flu shots are
important.
“I think it is a good precaution to take in
order to prevent getting extremely sick,”
she said.
The CDC recommends anyone six
months or older should get the flu shot
every year.

Two weeks after the vaccine has been
administered, antibodies start to develop
in the body. The antibodies then protect
against influenza infections.
There are more than 30 clinics in
the Fargo-Moorhead area that offer flu
vaccinations.
“Hendrix is still offering the flu shot, so
students can come in at anytime and get
one,” Grimm said.
On Nov. 13, Hendrix is offering a walkin student flu clinic from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Like with most services at Hendrix,
students are required to present their
insurance card upon arrival.
Regardless of if you get a flu shot,
Grimm said having a balanced diet,
staying active and getting plenty of sleep,
are simple ways to stay healthy year
round.
“Getting enough sleep is important,”
Grimm said. “Exercising will keep your
immune system up, and don’t forget to
drink plenty of water. People forget about
how dry it gets.”
Even with all the precautions taken
to better your health, Grimm said it’s
important to pay attention to your
symptoms. The National Vaccine
Information Center website lists several

symptoms of the flu. These symptoms
include fever, chills, headache, sore
throat, runny or stuffy nose and coughing.
On occasion symptoms can also include
vomiting and diarrhea.
If you are unsure about your symptoms,
visit your doctor. It is important to know
when a runny nose is something more. The
flu can quickly turn into something more
serious such as bronchitis or pneumonia.

In the most severe cases, the flu can result
in death.
Hendrix is a full medical clinic that
is available to all MSUM students and
faculty.The clinic is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with the
exceptions of national holidays.
Grimm had some final advice for those
trying to avoid illness this winter.
“If you’re sick, stay home,” she said.

ETHAN DEGREE• degreeet@mnstate.edu
Marissa Iversrud received her flu vaccination at the Hendrix Health Center in late October.
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As finals approach, stress levels rise
BY KELSEY KETTERLING
ketterlingke@mnstate.edu

with stress should also focus on time
management.
Stress affects everyone in
different ways, meaning symptoms
of stress can be emotional, physical,
cognitive and behavioral.
“Common symptoms of stress
include muscle tension, headaches,
difficulty sleeping, a change in
eating patterns, worry and/or
increased anxiety, a disruption
in daily activities and routines,
and in the case of chronic stress,
an increased risk for illness,”
Bergstrom said. “People become
overly stressed when their current
demands outweigh their current
ability to meet those demands.”
No matter how stressful things
may seem, Dr. Bergstom believes it
is important to remain optimistic.
“The way we interpret events
in our lives will also help us cope
more effectively with stressors we
experience,” she said. “Approaching
difficult or stressful situations with
a sense of personal control and
optimism is very important.”

Finals, projects, work, time
management and having a social
life are all part of college. Along
with these asepects comes another
norm of college life: stress. It is
not uncommon to hear students on
campus talking about their everyday
stresses and strains.
WebMD defines stress as the
body’s reaction to harmful situations
— real or not. Our bodies are
designed to handle small doses of
stress, but long-term chronic stress
can cause severe consequences.
Some of these consequences are
anxiety, eating disorders and high
blood pressure.
Dr. Rochelle Bergstrom, a
psychology professor, shared the
dangers of long-term stress.
“Long-term stress is quite harmful
to both psychological and physical
health,” she said. “Chronic stress has
been linked to depression, infectious
diseases, heart disease, autoimmune
JOSIE GERESZEK• gereszekjo@mnstate.edu
With finals quickly approaching, stacks of assignments pile high and stress levels are through the roof.
diseases and even cancer.”
With half the semester already
gone, many students have started
to feel the stress pile on and
have begun their various stress
management and de-stressing
routines.
When her job, money worries
and being homesick become too
much to handle, junior Miranda
Dow handles her stress by
writing, reading, playing guitar,
drawing and listening to music.
Dow can usually tell when the
stress is too high when she feels
irritable.
“I get exhausted to the point
that I don’t want to get anything
done,” Dow said.
Hunter Jones, also a junior,
Sept. 18th 3rd Thursday Tasting from 5–8PM
said she tends to procrastinate
when she gets overwhelmed
Oct. 2nd Craft Beer Tasting from 5–7PM
with stress.
Oct.
16th 3rd Thursday Tasting from 5–8PM
“I excessively sleep when I’m
Nov. 6th Craft Beer Tasting from 5–7PM
stressed,” Jones said.
Similar to Dow, Jones likes
Nov. 20th 3rd Thursday Tasting from 5–8PM
to listen to music to relieve her
Dec. 4th Craft Beer Tasting from 5–7PM
stress, however Jones’ musical
Dec.
18th 3rd Thursday Tasting from 5–8PM
preference differs.
“I usually listen to angry
music and go for walks,” Jones
said. “I have an angry playlist.”
“[When I get stressed out]
I get so crabby it’s awful,”
freshman Bram Carr said. “My
Place your order online at 99bottles.biz
filter disappears.”
Carr said he best relieves his
or by calling 218.284.0099
stress by reading and hanging
out with friends.
“I read the documentary
version of books, like political
journals and the news,” Carr
said. Carr tends to be most
Find out how becoming a plasma donor can
stressed when he has a lot of
assignments.
make a difference for patients and help you
“So all the time,” he laughed.
earn extra money.
According to WebMD, those
coping with stress can relieve it
To be notified about our
through the use of meditation,
Tasting
Exclusive
sharing feelings with friends,
Events
Discounts
and excerise. Dr. Bergstrom
agrees living a healthy lifestyle
Check us out
can help with stress as well.
924 Main Ave
“Being on a college campus,
we do see an increase in illnesses
Moorhead, MN
as the demands of the semester
56560
increase,” Bergstrom said. “It’s
reasonable to assume that some
of these problems are stressrelated in some way.”
located just off I-94 and 8th street behind Starbucks
Bergstrom believes it is
important to eat a healthy diet,
Visit mdmnplasma.com
*We accept all competitor’s
get enough sleep and exercise
to learn more.
new donor coupons/offers.
regularly to help minimize the
effect of stress. Staying away
In addition to meeting the donation criteria, you must provide a valid photo I.D.,
proof of your current address and your Social Security or immigration card to donate.
from alcohol and smoking is
Must be 18 years of age or older to donate. (19 years of age or older in AL)
also beneficial. Students coping

Be awesome.

Donate plasma. Change lives.

wine liquor beer

Tasting
Schedule:

Meet Dena.

we deliver

She wakes up.
She makes it to class.
She donates plasma at Talecris
Plasma Resources.
She changes lives.

She’s awesome.

Join our

Text Club
&

Text 99bottles
to 46786

New donors earn up to $250 on
your first 5 donations ($50 each).*

Talecris Plasma Resources
800 Holiday Drive, Suite 140
Moorhead, MN 56560

218-287-2700
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The youngest ever Nobel prize recipient:
the unseen and unnoticed like Malala

BY MUHAMMAD MIAN
mianmu@mnstate.edu

Malala Yousafzai, a proud Pakistani, got her
Nobel Peace Prize “for her struggle against
the suppression of children and young people
and for the right of all children to education”
media reported this October.
Here is a name that has almost 38 other
national and international nominations,
awards and honors. The story of Malala
began when she was a child who not only
struggled to get good grades and perform
well in academics, but also struggled simply
to get to the classroom. It was a time when the
region of Swat was held with extreme power
by Taliban militants, before our army arrived
there. The Taliban prohibited educating

women throughout the mountainous area.
No girl could go to school or step outside her
home without meeting criterions and dress
codes.
Let me make this clear; this act by militants
did not have any support from religious
teachings, scholars or any other cultural or
domestic phenomenon.
Imagine the intense degree of courage,
determination and willpower required to take
a step against a group who has been known in
the world not as robbers or street criminals,
but as a group who is fighting against the
world nations. Of course she paid the price
and was attacked, but fortunately survived.
Yes, I am inspired by her. She took that
step, and that is the action that made her a
superwoman, not only for our nation, but
on an international scale. Her work has been
recognized and appreciated all over the world,
and hers has become a well-known name
nowadays.
I wrote this article to not only praise Malala,
but also to introduce a few other people who
are very famous in Pakistan but unfortunately
could not get the attention of international
media. There are many other famous
individuals of Malala’s age like Aitazaz Hassan
Bangash, who died in a struggle to save his
school fellows.
“A 14-year-old boy is being hailed as a hero
in Pakistan for tackling a suicide bomber —
dying at the main gate of his school and saving
schoolmates gathered for their morning
assembly,” reported CNN.
Bangash’s father said, “My son made his
mother cry, but saved hundreds of mothers

from crying for their children.”
This boy got attention of many, yet few
were praising him more than Malala for his
sacrifice.
Our nation has a great deal of talent in
all aspects of life and in all ages of citizens,
but I am just focusing on very young ones
that got their distinction due to outstanding
performance or sacrifice for education.
Arfa Karim Randhwa (Feb. 2, 1995 –
Jan. 14, 2012) was a Pakistani student and
computer prodigy who, in 2004 at the age of
nine, became the youngest Microsoft Certified
Professional (MCP). She kept the title until
2008.
Arfa represented Pakistan on various
international forums including the TechEd
Developers Conference. She also received the
President’s Award for Pride of Performance.
A science park in Lahore, the Arfa Software
Technology Park, was named after her. She
was invited by Bill Gates to visit Microsoft
Headquarters in the U.S.
Arfa Karim started a trend; now kids want
to become like her. We regularly come to
know about them through news channels; she
has become a role model for Pakistani kids.
Babar Iqbal (born March 3, 1997) is a young
IT genius who started computer programming
in early childhood. He came to prominence by
becoming the youngest Microsoft Certified
Professional (MCP) in the world at the age
of nine, as well as obtaining the record of
being the youngest CIWA at nine, youngest
CWNA at 10, youngest Microsoft Student
Partner(MSP) at 11 and youngest MCTS in
.NET 3.5 at 12, after Arfa Karim Randhawa.

Nowadays, Pakistani kids are competing
against each other to get such a name. Shafay
Thobani and Mehroz Yawar also got famous
from same field and achievements. As Syedain
siblings, the three kids achieved the same
excellence and sponsorship for their entire
education throughout their lives through the
Pakistan government.
It has been tradition to honor such successholders in Pakistan. Our government is still
not tired of giving prestigious recognitions,
awards or rewards for efforts to kids who get
world recognized achievements.
Pakistan’s government has also worked
to improve the entire educational structure,
though we have not gotten enough success in
implementing the strategies. One step towards
a literate Pakistan is the government starting to
waive tuition fees for any Masters-level degree.
Students also have an opportunity to get a free
laptop provided from the government to ease
their way. Our government has many youth
vocational training programs to develop
skilled labor. A few of them get small business
loans and fee reimbursements.
Education has been the base for any nation
to progress; developed countries have done
wonders just because of the quality and
excellence of their institutions. As a patriot
predictor, I see Pakistan as a developed and
progressed country in the future which will
improve living standards, infrastructure and
other various fields of life. Looking at the
above few names, in the future we will be
known for the achievements of our youth as
the new generation have all been given tools
to better present Pakistan.

The use of the term deaf indicates someone who
cannot hear, with deep roots in deaf culture.
Deaf people have a rich and flourishing
culture with strong connections and a close-knit
community. Deaf culture is much different from
the culture of hearing people. By valuing children,
who are the future of deaf people, and the value
of communication throughout the culture,
community and world, deaf culture has created
strong connections not only in the community
but throughout the world.
When I became friends with Austin, a deaf
person I went to high school with, I wasn’t
prepared for what I was getting into. I met Austin
in a technology class my sophomore year of high
school. I started to learn how to sign from him and
Jana, his interpreter for the class. A new branch
of my life began to grow. I became great friends
with Bambi, Stacy, Bill and Jana, the interpreters
throughout school, as well as Kira and Taylor, two
other deaf students in my high school.
The signing was just one thing. Soon I was
taking American Sign Language classes at
Minnesota State Community and Technical

College in Moorhead during my senior year
of high school. Taught by another friend and
interpreter, Lindsey, I really started to grow with
signing.
Then I jumped into the deep end of the pool.
I was invited to Deaf Night Out. For those who
don’t know, Deaf Night Out is where many of the
deaf community within the Fargo-Moorhead
area gather together and have a night out together.
It was a blast, except the part where I was lost in
translation.
A note to those who would like to experience
a Deaf Night Out, don’t be afraid to tell them to
slow down. I was confused most of the time, but I
was happy Austin had taken me to it because I had
a blast. I had finally become part of a larger, wellcultured community. I felt so accepted, especially
being a hearing person. I felt so cared for; it was
such a warming feeling to be around all these
people.
The closeness of deaf culture is something I
never thought I would have become a part of.
Growing up, I never thought sign language and
deaf culture would ever be a part of my life. The

loving, close friends I have made with the people
in the deaf community and the amazing, caring
friends I have made with the interpreters through
high school have pushed me to love it all even
more.
I encourage others to become a part of the
signing and deaf community. Here on the
MSUM campus we have an ASL (American
Sign Language) club. Even if a student doesn’t
know how to sign ‘hello’, we encourage others to
come and learn and be a part of the fun events.
Coming up is Signing Santa, where deaf kids in
our community go to meet a Santa who signs and
communicates with the kids. It is such a wonderful
experience to see a deaf Santa sign with the deaf
kids. It’s really a sign of true Christmas spirit.
I am so glad I have been a part of the warm
community. The friends, the memories and the
continuing involvement all contribute to a part of
me I will never forget or abandon. I am so glad
I met Austin and started learning sign language.
I encourage others to take a chance and discover
the signing and deaf communities. It may become
a great part a college student’s life.

Listening: getting involved with the deaf community

BY WILLIAM LEWANDOWSKI
lewandowwi@mnstate.edu

Deaf, to a person who can hear, seems like a
derogatory term. But this is far from the truth.

Energy drinks – helpful or hindering?

BY CRYSTAL BRANDEN
brandencr@mnstate.edu

Energy drinks: a beverage consumed by
college students everywhere. For students,

caffeine is a way of life. Whether it’s coffee,
energy drinks or soda, caffeine is always present.
The recommended amount of caffeine for
adults is up to 400 mg per day. When compared
to other caffeinated beverages, 400 mg is
equivalent to roughly ten cans of cola, four cups
of brewed coffee or two energy drinks.
So, if we plan to drink a plain cup of coffee
in the morning, two cups of soda at meals and
an energy drink while studying in the evening,
the total is just shy of 400 mg of caffeine. Add on
the common occurrence of drinking something
between meals, and we exceed the healthy limit.
At 500 mg to 600 mg a day, side effects like
insomnia, nervousness, restlessness, irritability,
upset stomach, muscle tremors and an elevated
heartbeat can become side effects. Caffeine
toxicity, which takes place after 500 mg of
caffeine in a day, includes headaches, tremors,
heart palpitations and nausea.
Energy drinks not only raise the level of
caffeine in the body, but it also dehydrates
it. Dehydration can cause important brain
functions to go haywire. Dehydration can also

alter the mood and, get this, make you feel tired.
The brain is extremely sensitive to even small
changes to your body level of ions. A study on
teenagers by Harris Lieberman, Ph.D., a scientist
with the U.S. Army, found that, when dehydrated,
teens’ brains work harder to function normally.
In addition to energy drinks elevating the
heart rate, which can lead to many health
problems, they are also counter-productive to the
problems for which it is marketed. Dehydration
alters memory, learning and alertness. Energy
drinks dehydrate the body and caffinate it; they
will wake you up, but it will not be much of an
improvement – especially when our bodies are
becoming less and less affected by caffeine.
As opposed to coffee and soda, energy
drinks are a fairly new concept. Because energydrink manufacturers are not required to list
the amount of caffeine in their products, it can
be hard to know how much is too much. For
around $3, you can purchase a 24 fl. oz. can of
Monster that contains 240 mg, over half of the
daily recommended maximum.
You hear all the time that energy drinks

are bad for you, but not a lot of people take
information like this to heart. Unless you know
the facts, people are most likely to carry on their
bad habits.
Generally, people are not extremely cautious
about what they put in their bodies, but it
is extremely important to understand what
caffeine can do.
In a University of Southern California study, it
was found that between 2007 and 2011 energydrink related emergency room visits doubled
from about 10,000 to nearly 21,000 visits.
In a group of randomly sampled emergency
room patients, around one third had had adverse
reactions to drinking energy drinks. The Food
and Drug Administration also received reports
of at least 15 deaths related to energy drinks.
Although these numbers are not as alarming
as the annual 6,000 deaths due to texting while
driving, caffeine consumption is an important
subject to keep in mind. With the counterproductive effects they have on the body, one
should be careful before choosing to use energy
drinks to “boost” tired moments in life.
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Bi-annual event
drums up passion
for percussion
MNSTATE.EDU

MSUM’s world music and percussion ensemble, Fuego Tropical, performed at MSUM’s 2012 Day of Percussion.

BY NARJES AL-BAKSHY
albakshyna@mnstate.edu

On Saturday, Nov. 15, MSUM’s music
department will host the fifth bi-annual
tradition of the Day of Percussion.
Percussion is any instrument that is
struck, hit or shaken with the hand; half
of the ballroom will be filled with drum
sets, marimbas, snare drums and more.
Led by Dr. Kenyon Williams, music
professor at MSUM who specializes in
percussion and world music, the daylong event, planned a year in advance,
celebrates the art of drums.
“It is designed to bring in community
members as well as MSUM students
and guest artists to perform clinics
and performances,” Williams said.
“That’s the main backbone of the Day of
Percussion.”
Starting at 9:30 a.m., doors will open
to a series of clinics and workshops
from drum artists for fellow musicians,

students, faculty and the general public
to learn and enjoy the various forms of
drum beats from different genres and
countries.
Some of the notable guests include:
Andy Narell, a Paris-based American
pioneer of Trinidadian steel pan, Mark
Walker, five-time Grammy Award
winning drummer, MSUM’s Kyai Madu,
an Indonesian Gamelan performer
and Los Angeles’ Brad Lutz, a music
composer of funky drum sound effects
for movies and television shows such as
‘American Dad’ and ‘Firefly’.
Students from MSUM’s steel band,
‘Fuego Tropical,’ the College of Saint
Scholastica from Brainerd, Minn.,
University of Mary and Saint Mary’s
Central High School of Bismarck, N.D.
will also conduct performances.
MSUM senior music major Daniel
Rasmussen is excited to be a part of the
Day of Percussion for the second time.
“I think it’s a really unique experience

that you don’t find in many other
places,” Rasmussen said. “This event is
essentially the only place where you’ll
get to hear Trinidadian steel drums and
Indonesian gamelan in the same place.”
The Day of Percussion is a great
opportunity for students to learn from
notable artists and collaborate with them.
“It’s great to bring artists here to the
upper Midwest and work with students,”
Williams said.
The guest artists motivate music
students to gain a sense of the music
industry and view them as a benchmark
to their future plans.
“(Andy Narell and Mark Walker) are
a real inspiration to the rest of the group
and me,” Rasmussen said. “They really
show us, as students, that we can achieve
success as professional musicians no
matter what instrument is our passion.”
At 5 p.m., a mass concert dubbed ‘The
Evening of Steel’ will take place, with
performances by 75 students, musicians

and guests to conclude the event.
The
concert
includes
several
compositions by Andy Narell himself,
who enjoys working with students.
“I get to teach the subject I know best
- how to play the music I’ve composed
for steel band,” Narell said. “I get a lot of
great energy back from the kids and they
get benefit of working with the composer
of the music they’ve been studying, and
getting direction from someone with 50plus years of experience.”
Attending the event is a chance that
does not come by often, especially in
Fargo-Moorhead.
“You don’t usually get to see a concert
like this in one location at one time
unless you live in a place like New
York City, and even then only on special
events,” Williams said. “Anyone who
loves a great performance will be in for a
great treat. It will be a blast.”
Tickets can be found at tickets.mnstate.
edu.

Jazz troupes host week of performances
BY CAYNE MCCASKELL
& JOSIE GERSEZEK
mccaskellca@mnstate.edu
gersezekjo@mnstate.edu

MSUM’s jazz outfits have a
big week ahead of them.
The fun begins today at
noon when jazz vocalist and
music educator Connaitre
Miller will present a lecture on
starting and maintaining vocal
jazz ensembles in schools.
Also during her time in the
community, she will perform
and speak about careers in both
teaching and performance.
She will also coach voice and
choral students.
“It’s important for our
students to routinely have the

opportunity to meet and get
to know those who represent
true greatness in their art,
and Connaitre Miller is one
of those people,” said Allen
Carter, head of Jazz Studies
at MSUM. “She is truly at the
top in the world of vocal jazz
performance and teaching. It
is a special honor to have her
with us.”
Miller is an associate
professor of music and
Coordinator of Vocal Jazz
Studies at Howard University,
where she directs the awardwinning vocal jazz ensemble
“Afro Blue,” teaches vocal jazz
improvisation and vocal jazz
arranging, and gives individual
voice lessons. Before taking the

position at Howard University,
Miller taught for six years in
Adelaide, South Australia,
where she built a wellrespected jazz voice program
at the Elder Conservatorium of
Music, University of Adelaide.
An active performer, Miller
has appeared at numerous jazz
festivals across the country.
Miller performs Thursday at
7:30 p.m. with the Vocal Jazz
Ensemble on the Gaede Stage
and speaks about subjects
related to vocal jazz on Friday
at 1:30 p.m. at the same
location. Both lectures are free
and open to the public. Music
educators and music education
majors are encouraged to
attend.
Friday at 8 p.m., she performs
one last time with the Faculty
Jazz Ensemble at Studio 222 in
downtown Fargo.
But vocal jazz isn’t all the
week has to offer.
When
MSUM’s
Jazz
Band performs in the Weld
auditorium on Monday at 7:30
p.m., it will feature a “wide
range of grooves” that the
group has been focusing on
this semester.
Conor Lee, a jazz studies
senior, said the big band is
playing a lot of charts including
styles like straight ahead
swing, R&B, funk rock, AfroCuban, Latin rock, straight
eighths, and fast swing.
“I like switching between
all of these styles and needing
to mentally switch gears on
the fly,” he said. “I think this
showcases how a big band can
operate in such varying music
styles.”
Despite being a senior, Lee
said he has only been with the
Jazz Band for two semesters.
He has been active in other jazz
related ensembles like the TriCollege Jazz Combo and the

MSUM Jazz Guitar Ensemble,
which is opening for the Jazz
Band at Monday’s concert.
The ensemble will be playing
three tunes, all arranged by
members in the group, Lee
said.

“It’s important
for our students
to routinely have
the opportunity
to meet and get to
know those who
represent true
greatness in their
art and Connaitre
Miller is one of
those people”
The “mini big band” is
composed of five guitars, a
bass, and drums, and is under
the direction of Dr. Michael
Krajewski, who will also be
featured on one of the tunes
the band is performing.
MSUM’s Jazz Band is
directed by Dr. Tom Strait, a
veteran educator who teaches
trumpet, horn and jazz studies
and has performed with artists
including Bob Hope, Robert
Goulet, Nancy Wilson and Doc
Severinsen.
Lee said he likes seeing
how his professors choose
to communicate a concept,
especially since MSUM’s Jazz
Band is open to all students.
“The ensemble is composed
of varying music majors and
non-majors,” Lee said. “I
suppose the funnier moments

are Dr. Straits’ side-tangent
stories. He’s always able to
bring them back and make
them relevant to the music
we’re playing or the concept
he’s illustrating.”
Nathan
Stowman,
a
sophomore in music education,
said Monday’s concert will be
his first gig with the band —
and his first performance on
the bass trombone.
Though he’s an Army
National Guard tuba player,
Stowman said he appreciates
the opportunity to learn new
instruments at MSUM.
“I’ve been working on the
bass trombone for a couple
months,” he said. “I think
it’s easier to learn a new
instrument when you’re part of
an ensemble, because people
who play similar instruments
will give you tips to help you
learn faster.”
Dr. Strait has been focusing
on stylistic concepts over the
past several weeks, Stowman
said.
“I think the audience will
enjoy the result — as well as the
song choices like ‘Caravan,’
‘500 Miles,’ ‘Hit the Bricks,’
and ‘Ain’t No Sunshine When
She’s Gone.’”
Concert tickets are free to
all MSUM students, faculty,
and staff. General admission
tickets can be purchased
online at mnstate.edu/tickets,
via the box office at 218-4772271, or at the door. Tickets
to the Studio 222 performance
are available on site before
the performance. Studio 222
is located at 222 Broadway in
Fargo.
For
more
information
about the Connaitre Miller’s
performances and lectures,
contact Dr. Allen Carter at
(218) 477-4098, or carter@
mnstate.edu.
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Performing
arts offers
opportunity
for all
Laura Berger performs in a tech rehearsal of MSUM’s upcoming production of “The Jungle Book.”

BY HALEY WARNECKE
warneckeha@mnstate.edu

Drama isn’t only for theater
majors, but for anyone looking to
get on stage. Though almost all
MSUM productions are fronted
by theater majors, performing in
plays is an experience open to the
Dragon community.
How to get involved
Getting involved comes down
to one thing — auditions. Audition
announcements are typically made
available in the Center for the
Arts, and on the Blackfriar student
arts organization Facebook page.
Before English freshman Fate
Maxon auditioned for “The

Musical of Musicals,” she knew
she had to prepare.
“I went to the library and
picked my own material,” she
said. “Memorization is important.
But when in doubt, email the
directors.”
At her audition, she was
expected to have a one-minute
monologue ready and sing parts
of two different songs in three
minutes.
“I’ve auditioned a decent
amount for theater,” Maxon said.
“But it was a little intimidating. I
had to perform in front of a panel
of judges.”
Theater freshman Ben Stoddard
also auditioned for “The Musical
of Musicals.” He had a small role

in the production.
“Auditions are super fun, but
nerve-wracking,” Stoddard said.
“Sometimes they let you finish
or they make you stop. This isn’t
always a bad thing; they need to
see a lot of people.”

hard work, skill and knowledge
acquired throughout their years
of education at MSUM.
“It feels good [to be in a show],”
said Prouty, a photography major.
“It gives a sense of closure,
and it’s nice to have our work
recognized.”
Of Prouty’s five featured
photos, two are abstract, and
three focus on the light found in
ordinary and overlooked places.
Brittany DeMars’s set of three
etchings is also featured in the
show. Each one has an antique
photo that she had collected
and placed on top of a print to
complete the scene. DeMars
will be graduating with a B.F.A.
in photography and B.A. in
printmaking. Her inspiration for
the pieces was to “give new life
to old photos.”
Andrea Dacar had begun work
on her B.F.A. project in June.
With advice from a professor
and fellow upperclassmen, Dacar
created a brand system for the
potential Olympics in Oslo,
Norway. The creation process
helped Dacar “learn how to take
a comment.” The system includes
a detailed website, signage, and
apparel. While she has been

doing graphic design projects for
the last four years, this was her
biggest.
The second exhibition is open
until Nov. 20, but the opening
reception was Thursday, Nov. 6 in
the gallery. The featured student
artists and their works were there,

Why join theater?
Students say experience in
theater helps in other aspects
of their lives. Many report an
improvement
in
interaction
with others and an increase in
confidence. Another benefit, they
say, is meeting new people.
“The theater kids are just
crazy in the best possible way,”
Stoddard said. “They are high
energy, welcoming, and pulled me

ETHAN DEGREE • degreeet@mnstate.edu

right in. I didn’t have time to be
nervous.”
Stoddard said not being a theater
major is no excuse to avoid trying
out.
“There is a good number of
people that don’t have the major
that are involved,” Stoddard said.
Maxon agrees.
“Everyone is really outgoing,”
she said. “And it’s easy to become
friends because of the interest
everyone shares. They were really
accepting and welcoming to me,
even though I wasn’t a theater
major.”
Finding time
The only complaint of nonmajor students is finding the

time needed to stay involved in
the performing arts. Production
involvement for theater majors is
easy — it’s a part of their classes.
“It’s a commitment,” Maxon
said. “We met for the musical
Sunday through Thursday nights.
It was a decent amount of work,
but when you’re passionate about
it, it pays off performing.”
Maxon made that commitment
for her love of performing and
being on stage. She advises those
with similar interests to do the
same.
“Don’t let life kick you into an
adult you are supposed to be,”
Maxon said. “Don’t give up your
interests, but you also have to be
realistic.”

along with refreshments. The
reception was open to the public
and attended by fellow students,
friends, family, and faculty.
President Anne Blackhurst
attended the show’s reception.
“It’s amazing,” she said. “Our
students are incredibly talented.”

Blackhurst said the students have
been given a great opportunity
to make projects they can use to
show employers their skills. She,
along with others, appreciated the
range of art, from the fine arts of
painting and photography to the
technological graphic designs.

Student art show features
a variety of meduims
BY LAUREN FREICHELS
freichelsla@mnstate.edu

MSUM’s School of Visual Arts
opened the second Bachelor of
Arts and Bachelor of Fine Arts
Show on Nov. 3.
It is the second of two shows
this fall and is located in the
Roland Dille Center for the Arts
gallery.
Each year, fall and spring
shows feature works of soon-tobe-graduates from the various art
programs including printmaking,
painting, woodcutting, graphic
design and more. Exhibitions are
open for about half of a month,
and each one has an opening
reception party.
The current exhibition is the
work of eight senior students:
Morgan Prouty, Brittany DeMars,
Andrea Dacar, Saralynn Dobler,
Bristy
Bourgoin,
Kathryn
Jacobson, Taylor Belile and
Christina Sepulveda.
Many of the art students have
spent months working on their
final, and often favorite, project
for the B.F.A. show to celebrate
their
upcoming
graduation.
The exhibitions are a chance
for the students to display their

LAUREN FREICHELS • freichelsla@mnstate.edu
Brittany DeMars’s three-piece multimedia set features antique photos incorporated with drawn landscape scenery.
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MSUM alumna stars in first leading role
FACEBOOK

Anne Brown performing one of her many lead numbers at the Morris Park Players Community Theatre.

BY CARRIE THAYER
thayerca@mnstate.edu

There is an airbrush filled
with green paint waiting for her
backstage, but MSUM alumna Anne
Brown doesn’t have time to wonder
if Kermit was right about the ease of
being green all those years ago.
Brown has lines to remember,
vocal chords to warm, and dance
steps to practice. This is her first
role since graduating last May
and moving to St. Paul, and she is
playing a princess.
The role, however, isn’t your
standard damsel in distress; Brown
portrayed Princess Fiona in “Shrek
the Musical.” The musical was
performed in Minneapolis at the
Morris Park Players Community
Theatre. They wrapped up their last
performance on Sunday.
To Brown, the character of Fiona
can be a rollercoaster of emotions.
“She’ll have her stereotypical
princess moments…what she’s
been learning in the fairy tale books
that she’s been reading for the past
twenty years while she’s been stuck
in the tower, so that’s all she knows
to go off of,” Brown said.
The character shifts back and
forth between who she really is and
what she thinks she should be. While
Brown isn’t similar to Fiona when it
comes to wavering, she knows how
difficult it can be to find your own
path.
Although Brown never had some
‘eureka’ moment about when she
decided she wanted to perform on
stage, music and musical theatre
were always constants in her life.
Both of her parents are fans of
theatre and made sure the medium
was always available to Brown,
whether by going to shows or
helping local productions.
“It’s just always been a part of my
life,” Brown says.
Still, when Brown went to college
she wasn’t sure if the theatre route
was right for her. Brown started off
at the University of Wisconsin Stout,
studying apparel design.
While she enjoyed her time at
Stout, Brown’s family could tell that
it wasn’t the right fit for her.

“My whole family was, like, ‘why
aren’t you doing theatre?’” Brown
said. “They all knew that I was going
to switch over to theatre eventually.”
Even with her family’s support,
Brown had her own fears to
overcome.
“I guess at that point in my life I
wasn’t so sure that I was cut out for
it, I didn’t think that I would succeed
in that field, so I just pushed it to the
side,” Brown said.
Still, the stage and the music
called to Brown, but more than that,
she missed the comradery.

“You really can’t

expect for things
to fall in your
lap – you have to
go after it if you
really want it”
“That group of friends that you
get so close with, because you’re
working in close proximity,” Brown
said, “In theatre you find that family.”
More so than just with cast mates,
Brown says that the professors have
an especially invested interest in
what their students are learning.
“The relationships that you build
with the professors are really great,
because they do care,” Brown said,
“They’re producing, directing the
shows. They’re teaching the kids
what they would want to see, what
they would want students to deliver.”
One of the ways that the director
influences the production is by
giving the cast notes. Notes are, like
their name implies, pieces of advice
and direction.
Brown admits that initially this
practice can be intimidating.
“I used to be like, ‘Oh gosh, I’m
getting so many notes, because I
suck,’ but you can’t think that way,”
Brown said. “You’ve gotta be like,
‘Oh I’m getting so many notes
because they care and they see that I
can do better.’”
While Brown has gotten her

fair share of notes for “Shrek,”
MSUM taught her to take them as
constructive tools to improve her
performance and her interpretation
of the character.
During her time at MSUM Brown
was able to fill many roles. She was
an ingénue, a leading lady and a hot
mama, along with everything in
between.
The variety of roles she was able
to take on during her time at MSUM
makes her feels as though she’s
prepared to take on any role, or at
least that she has the tools to take on
any role.
“The professors really teach you
to dig deep into your character and
really analyze your character…
think about how they would react,
how they would think, what their
personality is like,” Brown said.
Besides working on the world of
your character, Brown said that one
of the most important lessons for a
student is to take initiative.
“You really can’t expect for things
to fall in your lap – you have to go
after it if you really want it,” Brown
said.
During Brown’s senior year, she
realized that she had missed out on
taking a tap class, as the last time
it had been offered was while she
was on Eurospring. Understanding
that this was an important skill to
have, she reached out to one of her
professors, Craig Ellingson, for
independent lessons.
“We have some real go-getters,
like Anne,” Ellingson said. “She took
it upon herself to go, ‘I know this is
an area that I am less comfortable
with,’ so she sought out an answer.”
Ellingson was able to get Brown
comfortable with the basics of tap,
which proved to be instrumental in
her audition for “Shrek,” as the play
features a big tap number.
While Brown and Ellingson both
stress that this an option for students,
as long as they’re proactive about
seeking out their professors, Brown
said that school isn’t the only option.
“Don’t let yourself be limited
by even the classes that are being
offered… There are so many
resources within the FargoMoorhead area… you can pick up a

class or two and learn a whole new
genre of dance,” Brown said.
Brown and Ellingson both
agree that students shouldn’t allow
themselves to be limited by their
major either.
“Any student who is going out
into the world of business, the world
of education—just into the world,
it is important to be seen and to be
heard,” Ellingson said. “That ability
to be comfortable with who you are
and have that resonate…can come
through in scene work, monologue
work, movement work.”
Brown also believes that theatre
classes have helped to shape her
even outside of the theater.
“It does help with social skills,
with memorization—that’s a really
big thing for me, people will tell me
I need to learn something and I’ll be
like, no problem,” Brown says.
After having a week to remember
the lines for a show, memorizing
how make the various drinks for her
day job as a barista doesn’t seem as
overwhelming as it once might have.

“Responsibility
is
another
big thing, when you have to be
responsible for learning your lines,
your blocking, all of your dances,
all of the songs—that kind of
responsibility transfers over into
your normal life,” Brown said.
While Brown is pleased with
her work with “Shrek” and looks
forward to her future in the theater,
she understands how daunting
theatre can be.
“I almost didn’t audition for
‘Shrek,’ because I was like, well
I probably won’t get cast or even
called back, I didn’t want to face the
disappointment,” Brown said.
Still, Brown said, if being in
theatre is something you want, you
can’t give up.
“But I knew that MSUM had
taught me to do the best in my
audition… to know who the
character is and how to show that,”
Brown said.
So she auditioned, landed the role,
and now she gets to deal with all that
green paint.

FACEBOOK
Anne Brown and Daniel Vinitsky, Shrek, pose in their wedding attire.

Visual art department offers pottery for non-art majors
BY ALEXA GERBER
gerberal@mnstate.edu

Art majors on campus know all
about the rich variety of hands-on
classes the visual art department
offers its students. In the past,
however, many of theses classes
have been oriented toward students
majoring within the program,
making it difficult for non-art
majors to participate.
This will change next semester
with the introduction of ART 311
- Pottery: Principles of Production
and Design.
“The new non-art major class
will give students the opportunity to
fulfill their #6 Humanities [LASC]
goal while having the chance to

make pottery,” associate professor
of ceramics Kelli Sinner said of the
opportunity.
The decision to offer the class
came about due to large demand
from students who had taken and
enjoyed hands-on art classes in high
school, but weren’t able to take any
of the major-specific art classes.
“The art classes for art majors are
very demanding and require a lot of
extra time with long class periods,
and a lot of homework outside class
time,” Sinner said. “Art 311 will
give students the chance to make
artwork with a reasonable time
investment for someone who is not
an art major.”
Students enrolled in the class can
expect to cover various methods of

pottery working, and create projects
both functional and sculptural.
In addition, students will go over
historical and contemporary work
and responding to different pieces
in a critical context.
Expect a certain amount of
creative freedom with the class:
“One of the exciting things about
taking the class is students are able
to make as many extra projects
as they want while they are in the
class, beyond the required projects,”
Sinner said.
Many of the current art students
on campus are looking forward
to introducing non-art majors into
the program through this class,
including Malia Moret, freshman
art education major.

“It gives undecided majors a bit
of room to explore if they have
thought about art as a possible
major,” Moret said. “For others,
art is a good break from the usual
schedule of tests and papers.”
Moret noted that pottery can
be especially good for the mental
health of students.
“The amount of hands-on work
can be relaxing and therapeutic,”
she said. “It really is a great stressreliever, as well as a good way to
express creativity.”
Though the time commitment
won’t be as severe as that of other
art classes, students taking the
class in spring 2015 should still be
prepared to work hard.
“Art can be a big time

commitment, and it probably won’t
be an ‘easy A’ class,” Malia said.
“But chances are you will find
yourself enjoying the time you
spend on your art.”
There were only 15 seats
available, so the class is currently
full. However, Sinner hopes that the
art department will be offering more
non-major courses in the future, so
any non-art majors hoping to take
the class can perhaps look forward
to that in the future.
As for students taking the class,
Moret had this advice to offer: “I’ve
personally found that listening to
music when working on your art
projects really helps the creativity
flow.” Better start putting together a
good playlist.
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Dragon volleyball all smiles after sweep of Mankato

The team celebrates a point against Mankato.

BY KENNY BUCK
buckke@mnstate.edu

For the MSUM Dragon volleyball
team, the season hasn’t gone quite as
planned.
With a 5-14 record in conference
play and a 10-17 record overall, the
Dragons took the court at Nemzek

DRAGON ATHLETICS

against Minnesota State University,
Mankato Saturday night.
The Mavericks, at 16-10 with
playoff aspirations, ran into a Dragon
team with nothing to lose on parents’
night.
The first set began as a back-andforth affair, but the Dragons quickly
pulled away from the Mavericks to

take the first set 25-17.
Senior Sam Sullivan had two
aces in the first set and said from the
beginning the Dragons were playing
with retribution on their minds.
“Earlier in the season we lost to
them in five (sets) which was a little
disappointing, so we wanted to come
out and get that revenge from them
and end the season on a good note,”
Sullivan said.
The Dragons rolled against the
Mavericks by taking the second set
25-17 and finishing off Mankato
25-15 in the final set that was never
close.
Junior middle blocker Abby
Wolpern led the Dragons with 11
kills to go along with three blocks.
Setters Casie Baer and Sullivan
led the way for the Dragons with 33
assists between them.
From the beginning, the Dragons
set the tone of the match with great

play from Sullivan and first team AllConference middle blocker Kaitlin
VanWinkle.
The junior from Farmington,
Minn., had ten kills against the
Mavericks including the game
winning points in all three sets.
Despite the disappointing season,
after Saturday’s convincing win
against Mankato, VanWinkle is
already looking forward to next
season.
“It gets us really excited for next
year because we know when we can
come together and play like that we’ll
be able to compete with all the teams
in the conference,” VanWinkle said.
Although she’s excited for next
year’s team, VanWinkle is going to
miss their two seniors Sam Sullivan
and Maggie Gruber.
“It’s definitely going to be different
now that our seniors are gone,”
VanWinkle said. “They had a big

impact on the team, but hopefully we
can find some younger girls that can
try to fill their shoes.”
As for Sullivan, this was the last
game of her career as a Dragon and
says it was a great way to go out in
her senior year.
“It was probably the best we’ve
played all season, so it’s great to end
the career on that,” Sullivan said.
“As a team we always came into
practice working hard, and I don’t
think it always showed in matches but
I think we came out in the last match
today and it definitely showed.”
VanWinkle agrees that if the team
keeps working as hard as they have
been, the results will show in the win
column next year.
“We didn’t get as many W’s as we
would’ve liked,” VanWinkle said, “I
think that if we just keep doing the
same thing we’ll have success next
year.”

Personal trainers help students of all fitness levels

MSUM WELNESS CENTER

BY KYLE WAHLBERG
wahlbergky@mnstate.edu

“That is great form, I just want
you to pick up the pace a little.”
Between heavy breathing, he was
able to squeak out, “wow, I can feel
that.”
If you have been to the gym, you
probably have heard some grunts,
sighs, and gasps for breath. But what
you might be hearing more of is
“good work, keep it up.”

For Junior Trevor Harder, Fridays
are his chance to work alongside
MSUM’s personal trainer Zach
Wanner. This gives him a chance to
learn new things while also keeping
up his five-day-per-week workout
plan.
“I like working out with him, it
gives me more knowledge with how
to set up my workouts,” Harder said.
Harder, who has been working
out off and on the past two years,
decided it was time to learn new
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things from someone who could
push him.
“The first two years I kind of
worked out by myself and this year
I decided to get a personal trainer,”
Harder said.
That trainer is Wanner, who like
Harder, decided in high school it was
time for him to kick his life into gear,
and that gear was working out. Once
he got started, it was just what kept
him going.
Wanner customizes workouts
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for each individual based on what
they want to have happen. Whether
it is to buff up, lose weight, or just
tone your body, Wanner can do
everything.
“I have a few clients who are
already in really good shape and
their goal is to tone muscle or to
gain muscle,” Wanner said. “To gain
knowledge from me as well as just
me reassuring them that they are
doing things right.”
One of the things people struggle
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with working out on their own is
that they might have a more difficult
time seeing the results, and both
Wanner and Harder say it is helpful
to have someone consistently telling
them they are doing a good job.
“The accountability that he is
keeping track of my progress has
been helpful,” Harder said.
You don’t have to be a
“workoutaholic” or know the
difference between a squat and a
barbell raise is to enjoy working out.
Working out is fun; it’s something
you should enjoy doing, which can
be hard at first.
“I really liked the circuit training
that we did. We only had like four
breaks in between,” Harder says,
laughing. “One thing I know is that
after working out harder this year I
have a lot more energy in general.”
From squats to pushups to Apollo
jumps (jumping back and forth from
side to side landing on one leg),
Wanner will push you. However
it isn’t for his benefit, it’s to get
people out there to be happy with
themselves and if they don’t like
what they see, he is just the person to
find some tips from.
With New Years coming up and
the always-popular “I’m going to
workout more this year” promises
made by people, Wanner has some
tips for you to get started and stay
working out. Whether you grab
a personal trainer or just simply
workout on your own, it’s the initial
drive that you need.
“I like to encourage a healthy
lifestyle,” Wanner said. “This isn’t
a fad or something you can do for
a couple of months and then quit
working out. I really like to instill
that this is really just a lifestyle
change.”
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were not being valued.”
For months, students and faculty
have publicly demanded more of a
voice in the plan, and have remained
dissatisfied with the chancellor’s actions
and behavior in that area. Rosenstone
and other top officials have reportedly
even shown hostility toward faculty
and student proposals to include more
non-administrators in decision-making,
an example being the October meeting
at which Chair Cooper reported
being aggressively confronted by
the chancellor and St. Cloud State’s
President Earl Potter.
“All of this commotion could have
been avoided had the chancellor just
been willing to make some changes
to the Charting the Future process,”
Cooper said. “If you say this is a truly
collaborative effort, but then refuse to
make changes when your stakeholders
suggest them, that doesn’t sound like
true collaboration. That sounds like, ‘just
go along with it because this thing is
happening regardless of your concerns.’”
Statements made at Winona’s most
recent Student Senate meeting suggest

the commotion won’t see an end any
time soon.
The meeting, attended by Interim Vice
Chancellor John O’Brien and two other
MnSCU affiliates, heard what students
feel are some troubling statements.
Meeting notes indicate that O’Brien
claims to have “never seen a move so
transparent.” O’Brien also stated that
he was shocked student leaders had
not wanted to see the reform’s key
document (the McKinsey document)
when it was offered to them.
Cooper explained:
“The chancellor offered to show me
and other union leaders the McKinsey
proposal unredacted, however, he said
we can’t share what we read with
our constituencies and the document
couldn’t leave the room. So, we all
decided that although that was a kind
gesture, we didn’t want to be included in
the secrecy. Transparency is not sharing
pieces of information with an exclusive
group, but sharing information with
everyone involved. My decision was
simple: if the rest of my students can’t
see it, then I don’t want to see it. I

don’t want to keep secrets from my
constituents, so I said no thanks. And that
shouldn’t be surprising to John O’Brien.
It should make perfect sense.”
When O’Brien was asked by student
representatives what MnSCU had
planned should student unions walk
away from the reform, the senate was
met with a despairing remark:
“The future is going to happen if we
chart it or not. We have to deal with these
issues regardless of who is at the table.”
O’Brien continues to say that
although it would be discouraging if
students pulled out, the process would
still continue.
Later comments indicate that
MnSCU has yet to set aside specific
funds to enact Charting the Future.
Though MnSCU has released
statements ensuring the continuation of
CTF regardless of student or faculty
withdrawals, leaders like Cooper are
hoping they’ll give countering voices a
second thought.
“I just hope MnSCU will be willing
to sit down with them and discuss the
issues with the CTF process and get

them back involved,” Cooper said. It’s
mind boggling to me that MnSCU
thinks it’s okay to move on without
them. It’s not okay.”
At Winona’s meeting, O’Brien
insisted that upon the Inter Faculty
Organization’s official withdrawal
from the reform process, changes were
made to meet their concerns.
“We really did try to make
concessions,” O’Brien is quoted.
Though he assured the senate that
ideas regarding the reform originate
in implementation teams and not the
central office, question is raised as to
how planning teams have dedicated to
the reform when even they have yet to
see its key documents.
When students raised concerns of
representation regarding key players
affiliated with MnSCU holding
positions on more than one team,
O’Brien stated that he was the only one
affiliated with two planning groups.
The senate’s minutes refute this.
When asked if the reform would
provide any benefits to liberal
arts programs, the vice chancellor

responded, “We are not going to cut
out liberal arts from someone’s degree
path.”
His following statement established
a lack of understanding as to how the
reform could endanger the programs.
The senate asked their guests what
the most successful part of Charting the
Future has been so far. The response —
how fast the gallery walks have been
conducted.
MSUSA will come to a decision
regarding further involvement in
Charting the Future this weekend at its
delegates assembly and board meeting.
Cooper said she’s unsure what the
association’s conclusion will be.
“Many of our campuses are
conflicted with wanting to stay
involved so student voices will be at
the table, but some students feel that
student opinions won’t really make a
difference, so maybe staying involved
is a waste of time,” she said. “I do know
that whether or not we stay involved,
change needs to happen. Students will
not just keep going along with this
process as is. They’ve made that clear.”
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